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ON PREDUALS OF OPERATOR ALGEBRAS

AND COMMON NONCYCLIC VECTORS I

HAN Soo KIM l ) AND HAE GyU KIM 2)

1. Introduction

Let 1i be a separable, infinite dimensional, complex Hilbert spaces
and let £(1i) denote the algebra of all bO\ll1ded linear operators on
1i. A dual algebra is a subalgebra of £(1i) that contains the identity
operator 11( and is closed in the ultraweak operator topology on £(1i).
For T E £(1i), let AT denote the smallest subalgebra of £(1i) that
contains T and 11( and is closed in the ultraweak operator topology.
Moreover, let QAT denote the quotient space Cl (1i)/ J..AT' where Cl (1i)
is the trace class ideal in £(1i) \ll1der the trace norm, and J..AT denotes
the preannihilator of AT in Cl (1i). For a brief notation, we shall denote
QAT by QT. One knows that AT is the dual space of QT and that the
duality is given by

(1) (A, [L]) = tr(AL), A EAT, [L] E QT.

The Banach space QT is called a predual of AT' For x and y in 1i, we
can write x 0 y for the rank one operator in Cl (1i) defined by

(2) (x0Y)(u)=(U,y)x forall uE1i.

The theory of dual algebras is applied to the study of invariant sub
spaces, dilation theory, and reflexivity. The classes Am,n (to be defined
in section 2) were defined by H.Bercovici, C.Foias and C.Pearcy in [3].
Also these classes are closely related to the study of the theory of dual
algebras. Especially, C.Apostol, H.Bercovici, C.Foias and C.Pearcy [1]
established property Xs,"Y (to be defined in section 2), and researched
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a relationship with the class ANo(to be defined in section 2). In 1991,
B.Chevreau and C.Pearcy [6} studied for the first time common non
cyclic vectors for families of opeators (to be defined in section 2) in
order to solve the invariant subspace problem of bounded operators
whose spectral radius is one.
In a sequel to this study, in this paper we obtain a main theorem with a
technique different from that used in [6} which gives better information
than the results of the generalization of [6}.

2. Preliminaries

The notation and terminology employed herein agree with those in
[4}, [5} and [9}. Recall that any contraction T can be written as a di
rect sum T = T1 E17T2 , where T1 is a completely nonunitary contraction
and T2 is a unitary operator. If T2 is absolutely continuous or acts on
the space (0), T will be called an absolutely continuous contraction.
We denote by A = A(H) the class of all absolutely continuous con
tractions T in £(H) for which the Sz.-Nagy-Foias functional calculus
«PT: H oo -+ AT is an isometry (see [4, Theorem 4.1J).

DEFINITION 2.1. ([8}) Let A c £(1i) be a dual algebra and let rn
andn be· any cardinal numbers such that 1 S rn, n S~lr'· A dual
algebra A will be said to have property (Am,n) if rn x n system of
simultaneous equations of the form

(3) [Xi ® Yi} = [Lii}, 0 Si < rn,O S j < n,

where {[Lii}}cr~i<m is an arbitrary rnXn array from QA, has a solution
lr5i<n

consisting of a pair of sequences {Xi}O<i<m,{Yi}o< "<n of vectors from_ _1

H. For brief notation, we shall denote (An,n) by (An). Furthermore,
if rn and n are cardinal numbers such that 1 srn, n S ~lr, we denote
by Am,n = Am,n(H) the set of all T in A(H) such that the singly
generated dual algebra AT has property (Am,n)'

DEFINITION 2.2. ([IJ) Suppose A c £(H) is a dual algebra and (J

is a nonnegative real number. We denote by Xe(A) the set of all [L]
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in QA such that there exist sequences {Xi}:l and {Y;}:l of vectors
from H satisfying

(a) limsuPi--+oo IHxi 0 Yi] - [LlIl ~ (J,

(b) IIxill ~ 1, IIYill ~ 1, 1 ~ i < 00, and
(c) lI[xi 0 z]1I + 1Hz 0 xi]1I + IHYi 0 z]1I + 1Hz 0 Yi]lI-t 0,

for all z in H. For 0 ~ (J < I < +00, the dual algebra A is said to
have property X e,'"'{ ifthe closed absolutely convex hull of the set Xe(A)
contains the closed ball Bo,'"'{ of radius, centered at the origin in QA:

(4) aco(Xe(A)):> {[L] E QA: II[L]II ~ ,} = B o,'"'{.

DEFINITION 2.3. ([6]) If {Ta} aEA is a family of operators in £(H)
and x is a nonzero vector in 1t such that for each a E A,

00

(5) Ma = VT;:x =1= 1t,
n=O

then x is said to be a common noncyclic veetorfor the fanIily {Ta}aEA'

3. Main results

We shall employ the notation Coo = Coo(1t) for the class of all (com
pletely nonunitary) contractions T in £(H) such that the sequences
{T*} n converges to zero in the strong operator topology and is de
noted by,as usual,Co. = (G.o)*. The following theorems show that, for
operators in Al'to and C.o, m x n x 1systems of simultaneous equations
can be solved with reasonable estimates on the distance from the initial
data to the solution.

THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that nonzero distinct operators T1 and T2

are in Al'to and Coo, that € > 0 and that {[L~J)]T,,} C QT" for each
k = 1, 2, 1 ~ i, j ~ 00. Suppose also that sequences of vectors

{ x~k)}~,2 ,{yy)}~,2 and finite sequence {Zl"" ,Zl} from 1t
I=l,k=l l=l,k=l
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are given. Then there exist sequences of vectors {x i}:1 and

{yj")}~.2 in 'H satisfying the following conditions: for k = 1,2,
]=1,10=1

(7) max{lIx~2) -xill,lIy~k) -yj'*)II}

<; {<+ (1 +<)~ II[Ll;1T. - [x~') 0y)')JT.1If',
2

(8) 11 Xi 11 5 Olx~2)1I2 + 2€ +L: II[L~:)]Tk - [x~2) (8) yj")]Tk 11) 1/2,
10=1

(10)

1I[(x~2) - Xi) (8) Zt]Tk 11 < €, II[Zt ® (x~2) - Xi)]Tk 11 < €,

1I[(y~k) _ y~k) ® Zt]Tk 11 < €, I\IZt ® (y~k) - y)k)]Tk" < €,

15 t 51.

Proo1 IT [X~2) JO, y.(k)]71 = [L~~)]71 then we set X~I) = x~2) =
• I 'Cl] k I] k' I I

Xi'Yy) = 1l/1) and y)2) = 1l/2) for each i and j. Thus we may assume

that 11 [x~2) ® yj(k)]Tk - [L~:)]Tk 11 = Ok > 0, k = 1,2. And, we choose

TJ > 0 so small that TJ < €/2. Let [K~)]Tk = [L~:)]Tk - [X~2) ® y/k)]Tk.
Since Tk E A~o' k = 1,2, by [4, Definition 2.7 and Theorem 6.3], ATk
has property X O•1 • Hence acO(XO(ATk» contains the closed ball with
radius 1 centered at the origin in QTk • Thus we can choose elements
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[(L~;)h]T",··· ,[(L~;»),]T" in XO(AT,,) and scalars al (I.), ... ,o/k) sat
isfying, for each k = 1,2,

(11)
I

II[K~)]T" - Lan (k)[(L~:»)n]T"11 < bk"l
n=1

I

and L Ian(k) I:s; bk.
n=1

Furthermore, by definition of XO(AT,,), for each fixed i,j and n,1 :s;
n :s; 1, there exist sequences {x~n,p,k)}OO,2 and {y)~np,k)}OO,2 in 1-l

p=l,k=1 ' p=l,k=1
satisfying

(12)

lI[x~;,k) ~ Z]T" 11 ~ 0, 1Hz ~ x~;,k)]T" 11 ~ 0,

lI[y};,k) @ Z]T" 11 ~ 0, lI[z @ yj;,k)]T" 11 ~ 0, Yz E 'H,

IIx~~k)1I :s; 1, lIy~~k)lI:S; 1, 1:S; P :S; 00,

and

limsup 1I[(L~;»)n]T" - [x~~k) ~ y~';;k)lT" 11 = 0, k = 1,2.
p-+oo "

Thus there exists an integer Po sufficiently large that

(13) 1I[(L~;»n]T" - [x~;,k) ~ yj~k)lT" 11 < "l,
p ;::: po, 1 :S; n :S; 1, k = 1,2.

Thus, by combining (11) and (13) we obtain
I

(14) II[K~)]T" - L an (k)[x~;':) ~ yj~:)lT" 11 :S; 2"l6k
n=1

for Pn ;::: Po, 1 :S; n :S; 1, k = 1,2. Choose /3n (k) so that (/3n (k»)2 =
(k) 1 kan ,1:S; n:S;, = 1,2. We set

(15)
2 I

A. = ~2) +""/3(k) ~n,k)
Xl Xl L....tL....t n Xl,p" '

k=ln=1,_
A(k) _ (k) + "/3(k) (n,k)
Yj - Yj L....t n Yj,p" '

n=1
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where the increasing sequence {PI, ... ,pt} consists of positive integers
greater than Po to be chosen, one-by-one, in the order indicated. From
(11) and (15) we obtain

(16)

II Xi - x~2)1I2

<~ {6 + ~ Ia(k)a(k) I. I(x~nl,k) x~n2,k» I}- L.J k L.J fJnl fJn2 I,Pnl ' l.pn2
k=l nl,n2=1

Rl#n2

I 2

+ ""' ""' 1(3(kd(3(k2)1'I(x~Rl,kd x~n2,k2»1L.J L.J nl n2 I,Pnl' I,Pn2
nl ,n2=lkl ,k2=1

2

~ IIx~2)1I2 +L 6k

k=l

2 I

+ ""' ""' I (3(k)(3(k) I ·1 (x~nl,k) X~R2,k» IL.J L.J Rl n2 I,Pnl ' I,Pn2
k=l Rl,n2=1

nl#n2

2 I

+2LL I (3~k) 1·1 (x~;,:),x~2»1
k=ln=l

I 2

+ ""' ""' 1(3(kd(3(k2)1.I(x~nl,k) x~n2,k»1L.J L.J nl n2 I,Pnl ' I,Pn2
nl ,n2=lkl ,k2=1

and similar upper bounds for lIu?) - yY)1I 2 and lIu~k)1I2. Moreover,
again from (15), we obtain

(18) II[(Xi - X~2» 0 ztlTr. 11

2 I

~ LL I (3~k) III[x~~:) 0 Zt]Tkll, 1 ~ t ~ 1,
k=ln=l
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and similar upper bounds for II[Zt @ (Xi - x~2»)lTk 11, II [(YY) - gy») @

ZtlTk11, II[Zt @ (y~k) - g~k»)lTk 11.
Finally, from (14) and (15) we have, for each k = 1,2,

(19) II[L~;)ln - [Xi @ g?)lTk 11

I

~ 26kTJ + ~ I a(k)a(k) 111[x~ni,k) @ y~n2,k)ll1 11L.-i !Jni !Jn2 I,Pni J,Pn 2 k

I

+ L I (3~k) Ill[x~2) @ y~~':)lTk 11

n=l

I 2

+ L L I (3~kd II\[x~~,:d @ Y?)]Tk 11

n=lk i =l

I

+ ~ I (3(k){3(2) 111[x(ni ,2) @ y~n2,k)1 11.
L.-i ni n2 I,Pni J,Pn 2 Tk

Since T1 , T2 E C.o and since

(20) lim I\[w @ Xi,/n,k)]Tk 11 = lim Il[xi,/n,k) @ W]Tk 11 = 0,
P P

1 ~ n ~ 1, k = 1,2, for any fixed win 1t, we can choose the increasing
sequence {PI,'" ,PI} so that the following are valid: for k = 1,2,

I

(21) ~ I (3(k) j3(k) I· I (x~ni ,k) x(n2,k») I ~ f.6kL.-i nt n2 I,Pnt ' I,Pn2

(22)

(23)
2 I

LL
k=l ni ,n2=1

ni#n2
2 I

+2LL I j3~k) 1·1 (x~~':),x~2») I
k=ln=l
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2 I

(24) L:L: Ipi") III[x~:;::) ® Zt]Tr. 11 ~ f, 1 ~ t ~ 1,
k=ln=l

(25)
I

L:
I

+ L: Ipi") III[x~2) ® yj:;::)lTr. 11
n=l

I 2

+ L:L: Ipikl
) III[x~;,:t> ® Y)")]Tr. 11

n=l"l=l

I

+ '" Ip(")p(2) 111[x~nl,2) ® y~n2''')]11 11L..J nl n2 t,pnl 1,Pn2 Ic:

nl,n2=l

and similar inequalities involving the yj:;::). Then we have,by (19) and
(25),

(26)

Therefore, we come to know, from (16)-(26), that Xi, gy) and g?)
satisfy (6)-(10).

THEOREM 3.2. Suppose that nonzero distinct operators Tl and T2

are in A~o and C.o , th~t f > 0 and that {[L~:)]Tr.} c QTIc: for each
k = 1,2, 1 ~ i,j ~ 00. Suppose also that a finite set of vectors
{Zl'··· ,Zl} from 1{ is given. Then there exist sequences of vectors

{Xi}:l and {gjk)}~,2 in 1{ such that
1=1,k=1

(27) 1 ~ i,j ~ oo,k = 1,2,
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(29) 11 [Xi ® Zt]T" 11 < E, II[Zt ® Xi]T" 11 < E,

lI[y~k) ® Zt]T" 11 < E, II[Zt l8> y~k)]T" 11 < E,

1 ::; t ::; I, k = 1,2.

Proof. We choose El > 0 so small that El::; E, El < 1 , and

(30)

We next define sequences {Xi,p}0:
0

and {Y1~,pk)}OO,2 from 1£ by
p p=O,k=1

"d t" S t ~ ~(k) ~ ~(k) 0 A dIn uc Ion. e Xi,-I = Yj,-l = Xi,O = Yj,O = " n suppose
that, for some nonnegative integer n, sequences {Xi,O,"·· ,Xi,n} and

{
~(k) ~(k)} ha be ch t t" fYj,O' .. " 'Yj,n ve en osen 0 sa IS Y

o::; p ::; n, k = 1,2,

(32) max {lIxi,p - xi,p-lll, IIY); - Y);_III}

~ {<I +(1+ <I)t."[L~:)IT'1r' <\,,-1)/',

o::; p ::; n, k = 1,2,
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(33) max {llxi,pll, lly};Il}
2 p-1

::; CL L {1I[L~:)]Tk IIf~ + f~+l} )1/2,
k=lt=O

o::; p ::; n, k = 1,2,

and

(34) 1I[(xi,p - Xi,p-1) I8l zt]Tkll < ft/2P,

Il[Zt I8l (Xi,p - Xi,p-1)JTk11 < ft/2P ,

II[(Y)~ - YJ~-l) I8l ZtlTk 11 < f1/2P ,

11 h I8l (YJ; - YJ~-l)]Tk 11 < f1/2P ,

1 ::; t ::; 1,0 ::; p ::; n, k = 1,2.

Then we may apply Theorem 3.1 (with {X~l)}:l ' {X~2)}:1 '

{yY)}::,k=l and f of that theorem taken to be {Xi,O}:l' {Xi,n}:'l'

{(~}=~ .Yj n. and f2 = min {f1 n+1 /2, ft!2n+l}, respectively) to con-
, )=l,k=l

elude the existence of vectors Xi,n+1 and YJ~2+1 in 1£ such that

(35)

(36)

II[L~:)JTk - [Xi,n+ll8l YJ~2+1JTk 11

::; f1I1[L~:)JTk - [Xi,n I8l YJ~JTk 11

::; f1 n+lll [L~:)]Tk 11
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(37) max {lIxi,n+t 11, IIY)~+ll1}

~ {max {llxi,nIl2,IIY)~~1I2} + 2E2 + (A)} 1/2

2 n-1
~ [I::I:: {1I[L~:)JTloIIE~ +E~+l} +E1 n+1+ (B)P/2

k=l t=O

2 n

= [2::2:: {1I[L~:)JTlo IIE~ + E~+l}p/2
k=l t=O

where

2

(A) = 2::1I[L~:)JTlo - [Xi,n 0 y)~2JTlo 11

k=l
2

(B) = 2::1I[L~7)JTloIIE1n,
k=l

and

409

Thus, by induction, there exist sequences {X i,p }p':o and {yYp)} 00,2, p=O,k=l
in 1{ that satisfy (31) - (34) for p = 0, 1,2,·· .. Since El < 1, it follows
easily from (32) that these sequences are Cauchy, and hence converge;

we set Xi = limpxi,p and y)k) = limpY)~. It is obvious from (31) and
the inequality lI[u 0 v] 11 ~ lIullllvll that (27) is satisfied. Furthermore,
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for any 1 ~ t ~ I, we have from (34) that

00

=1I(~)xi,p - Xi,p-l) @ ztlTll1I
p=l

00

~ :E 11 [(Xi,p - Xi,P-I) @ ztlTll1I
p=l

00

:E fl< - = f1 < f- 2P ,
p=l

and the other inequalities in (29) are proved similarly. Finally, to see
that (28) is valid, we use (30) and (33):

Hence

and the corresponding inequality for 110;1)11 and 1I0?)1I is obtained sim
ilarly. Thus the proof is complete.
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(39)

COROLLARY 3.3. Suppose T1 and T2 are in ANa n C.O, nE N, and

{ [L~:)]} " is a doubly indexed sequence of elements in QTIr.' for
l$I,}$n

each k = 1,2. Then the set of vectors (Xl, . .. ,xn ) in Hn for which

there exist vectors (y~k), ... ,y~k»), k = 1,2, in Hn satisfying (27) is
dense in Hn .

Proof. Let Xo = (x~, ... ,x:) be an arbitrary vector in Hn , let w be
a positive number, and use 88 initial data in theorem 3.1 and theorem
3.2 the vectors (wx~, ... ,wx:) and (0,··· ,0) in Hn • Then, according
to that theorem, there exists a solution Xw = (x;.o, ... ,x~), y~) =
(Yik' ... ,y~k) of (27) such that, ,

IIxi - wxill < {f + 2(1 + f)S}1/2 ,

IIYj,'k - 011 < {f + 2(1 + f)S}1/2,

1 ~ i,j::; n,k = 1,2,

where S is any fixed positive number that exceeds maxi,j,k II[L~:)]TIr.II.

Thus, since for every w > 0, the pair (l/w )xw , wy~) is also a so
lution of (27), and since JI(1/w)x w - xoJl ~ °by (39), the result
follows. In fact, to obtain lI(l/w)x w - xoll < f, it suffices to take
w = [n {f + 2(1 + f)S}1/2]ff, in which case the vector wy~) satisfies

IIwy~)1I < n2 {f + 2(1 + f)S} /f, for all k = 1,2.
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